
Beau Newsletter - Boxing Week / January 2018
Deals on Cameras and Lenses • New Smith-Victor 19” Bi-Color LED Ring Light 
Has Arrived • Profoto Academy • Manfrotto and Pocket Wizard Sale • Camera 
Parkas for the Cold • Used Film Cameras Including a Classic Kodak Box Camera, 
Medium Format, and a Cambo 8x10 • more...

Beau Holiday Hours
We will be closed December 25th, 
26th and January 1st. We are open 
regular store hours during Boxing 

Week so come in for some good deals!

Happy Holidays!
All of us at Beau wish all of 

you a wonderful holiday season 
and a happy, healthy and 

successful new year!
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h
See inside for 
Boxing Week 

specials!
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Reason for Giving
We hope that all of you got what you wanted for Christmas, and were able to spend time with the ones you 
love over the holidays.  At this special time of year we might forget the less fortunate in our community and 
with the cold winter weather there is a greater need for the basic necessities of life.

To help out in a small way, Beau Photo is organizing a sock drive for the Men’s Hostel in 
Vancouver. Bring in a new pair of socks between Dec. 27th and Jan 5th and we will deliver them 
to the hostel for you. In exchange we will give you a $10.00 rental voucher to use towards your 
next rental at Beau. With your help, we can extend the season of giving a little bit longer for 
those in need locally.

Warm clothing is also needed for Men’s Hostel: Do you have “like new” clothing you would also like to donate? (not old 
worn out or soiled clothes, or children’s clothes.) Then bring it in at the same time. With the cold weather, warm clothing 
is needed: winter jackets (any size), underwear, belts, toques, gloves, scarves, sweaters (any size), work boots and runners 
(sizes 9 to 12), pants (sizes 34 and under), shirts (any size) and hoodies (any size).  If you have any questions contact Ken at 
prosales@beauphoto.com or call 604 734-7771.

It’s hard to believe that another year 
has gone by and 2018 is just around the 
corner.
We know you have many options for 
purchasing photographic gear and 
products, and we thank you for giving 
us that privilege.

The staff at Beau wish you all the best 
over the holidays! We hope you are 
able to enjoy some time with friends 
and family and we look forward to 
seeing you again soon.

Click the images to see what all the Beau Photo 
elves are up to during the holiday!

https://www.jibjab.com/view/make/a_christmas_carol/fb3496d8-8f52-495d-a4c4-152073593d88
https://www.jibjab.com/view/make/sled_race/c3550e51-7abe-4709-8cc0-c72f7d4ab35a
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CANON

Come in and see us during Boxing Week for some great 
deals on Canon cameras and lenses! Great sale pricing, 
accessory kit bundles and rental voucher will be available... 
and at prices too low to publish in advance!

NIKON

Nikon’s amazing specials on DSLR bodies and lenses are 
continuing through until January, so if you didn’t receive 
that new D750 for Christmas like you were hoping, Boxing 
Week will be the perfect opportunity! Come in for some 
additional rental vouchers with camera and lens purchases 
as well! Here is a recap of some of the specials and note 
the fantastic pricing on the D500, D750, 70-200mm and 
more…

D7200 Body - $999  (SAVE $329)
D7200 w/18-140mm VR - $1,349  (SAVE $380)
D7500 Body - $1,499  (SAVE $200)
D7500 w/18-140mm VR - $1,899  (SAVE $200)
D500 Body - $2,199 (SAVE $500)
D500 w/16-80mm f/2.8-4E VR - $2,999 (SAVE $600)

D750 Body - $1,799  (SAVE $650 !!)
D750 w/24-120mm VR - $2,399  (SAVE $750 !!)

DIGITAL
MIKE M.

D810 Body - $3,399  (SAVE $300)
D5 Body (CF or XQD) - $7,999  (SAVE $500)

AF-S 20mm f/1.8G - $899  (SAVE $100)
AF-S 50mm f/1.8G - $199  (SAVE $50)
AF-S 85mm f/1.8G - $499  (SAVE $100)
AF-S 300mm f/4E PF VR - $2,299  (SAVE $300)

AF-S 14-24mm f/2.8G - $2,099  (SAVE $270)
AF-S 16-35mm f/4G VR - $1,299  (SAVE $150)
AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8E VR - $2,799  (SAVE $200)
AF-S 70-200mm f/2.8E VL VR - $3,199  (SAVE $400 !)
AF-S 70-200mm f/4G VR - $1,549  (SAVE $250)

FUJIFILM

As with Nikon, Fujifilm deals are continuing through Boxing 
Week and into January. As an incentive, we will also be 
offering rental vouchers for body and lens sales, in addition 
to the special pricing. Here is a recap…

X-T2 Body - $1,849 (SAVE $250)
X-T2 Kit w/18-55mm - $2249 (SAVE $230)
X-T2 Graphite Silver - $2,099 (SAVE $100)
X-Pro2 Body - $1,899 (SAVE $300)
X-Pro2 Graphite w/23mm f/2 - $2,699 (SAVE $200) 

X-T20 Body - $1,049 (SAVE $150)
X-T20 Kit w/18-55mm - $1,449 (SAVE $150) 
X-100F Camera - $1649 (SAVE $50)

BOXING WEEK SPECIALS
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XF 14mm f/2.8 - $999 (SAVE $180)
XF 16mm f/1.4 - $1,149 (SAVE $150)
XF 18mm f/2 - $699 (SAVE $80)
XF 23mm f/1.4 - $1,029 (SAVE $150)
XF 27mm f/2.8 - $499 (SAVE $100)
XF 35mm f/1.4 - $699 (SAVE $80)
XF 56mm f/1.2 - $1,149 (SAVE $150)
XF 56mm f/1.2 APD - $1,729 (SAVE $250)
XF 60mm f/2.4 Macro - $749 (SAVE $100)
XF 10-24mm f/4 - $1,149 (SAVE $150)
XF 16-55mm f/2.8 - $1,399 (SAVE $150)
XF 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 - $1,049 (SAVE $13) 
XF 50-140mm f/2.8 - $1,849 (SAVE $250)
XF 55-200mm f/3.5-4.8 - $799 (SAVE $100) 
XF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 - $2,249 (SAVE $250)

Here are the GFX medium format deals…

Buy a GFX-50S body and any lens to go with it (which you 
would of course need) and you will get between $1,225 
and $1,300 off the bundle, plus a $350 rental voucher! If 
you are buying just a body, for example if you already have a 
GFX and want a backup, it is not discounted, so that will still 
be $8,125 although you’ll still get a rental voucher. In terms 
of lenses, there are individual rebates, but they won’t “stack” 
with body+lens bundle, which has a total of $1,300 max 
discount. Here are the GFX lens rebates...

GF 23mm - $2,549 (SAVE $700)
GF 32-64mm - $2,299 (SAVE $575)
GF 45mm - $1,750 (SAVE $375)
GF 63mm - $1,499 (SAVE $375)
GF 110mm - $2,799 (SAVE $700)
GF 120mm Macro - $2,675 (SAVE $700)

SONY
Sony has some great rebates as well, some substantially 
higher than before and, like all of our other camera bodies 
and lenses during Boxing Week, you will get a rental 
voucher with any Sony body or lens purchase as well! 
Deals as follows…

A6300 Body - $999 (SAVE $250)
A6500 Body - $1,549 (SAVE $200)

A7 Mark II Body - $1,599 (SAVE $300)
A7S Mark II Body - $3,199 (SAVE $300)

A7R Mark II Body - $2,999 
(SAVE $700)

Battery Grip for A7 Series (A7, A7S, A7R) - $219 
  (SAVE $130)

The following E-mount lenses are $50 off, selling for...

Sony E 35mm f/1.8 OSS - $529
Sony E 50mm f/1.8 OSS - $349

SAVE $100 on these full-frame FE-mount lenses, 
currently on sale for...

Sony/Zeiss FE 16-35mm f/4 OSS - $1,699
Sony E 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 OSS - $949
Sony FE 24-240mm f/3.5-6.3 OSS - $1,299
Sony/Zeiss FE 24-70mm f/4 OSS - $1,399
Sony/Zeiss FE 35mm f/1.4 - $2,099
Sony/Zeiss FE 35mm f/2.8 - $899
Sony/Zeiss FE 50mm f/1.4 - $1,849
Sony/Zeiss FE 55mm f/1.8 - $1,149
Sony FE 70-200mm f/4 OSS - $1,699
Sony FE 90mm f/2.8 OSS Macro - $1,399

HASSELBLAD

We’ll be continuing our 
special from before, so buy 
any H6D-50C or H6D-
100C from us and receive 
a $500 rental voucher. Buy 
an X1D-50C, and receive 
a $350 rental voucher.



• Nikon-designed back-side illuminated (BSI) full-frame 
       image sensor with no optical low-pass filter  
• 45.7 megapixels of extraordinary resolution, outstanding 
    dynamic range and virtually no risk of moiré
•Up to 9 fps1 continuous shooting at full resolution
• 8K6 and 4K time-lapse movies with new levels of 
    sharpness and detail
• 4K Ultra HD video recording, slow motion up to 120 FPS 
   at 1080p
• Tilting touchscreen, Focus Shift shooting mode, 
    outstanding battery performance -  and much more

• 20.9MP DX format CMOS sensor 
• Multi-CAM 20K Autofocus sensor with 153/99 AF points
• ISO range of 100-51,200 expandable to Lo 1 and Hi 5 
• Share images instantly with built-in SnapBridge (Wi-Fi® + Bluetooth) 
• Shoot cinematic 4K UHD video       

• Full frame 24.3 megapixel CMOS image sensor 
• Full HD 60/50/30/25/24p video.
• Tilting Vari-angle LCD display.
• Built-in Wi-Fi connectivity and compatibility with the WT-5a + UT-1 
    Communication Unit.   

Don’t forget about our try before you buy program! Try something out that is 
available in our rental department before you decide to buy. If you love it and 
want to buy one within 30 days, you can receive up to two days of credit for 
your rental.  Ask us for more details and if restrictions apply.

D750 Body  
$1,799  
SAVE $650 !!

D850 Body  
$4,299  

D500 Body - $2,199  
SAVE $500
D500 w/16-80mm 
f/2.8-4E VR - $2,999  
SAVE $600

*Buy a Nikon body or select lens during Boxing Week and receive a rental voucher!  

https://nikond850promo.ca/


 BRAND FOR 8 YEARS* IN A R

OW

#1
 S

ELLING DIGITAL SLR CAMERA 

SAVE > OCT. 27, 2017 - JAN. 4, 2018.  

* By unit and dollar shares, as sourced through the NPD Group’s Retail Tracking Service from  
October 2008 to August 2017 for the Digital SLR Camera category in the Canadian market.

CANON.CA/BESTINGLASS

picture
amazing savings
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PRO SALES
KEN S.

Just Arrived at Beau Photo
We’ve just received the new Smith-Victor 
19” Bi-Color LED Ring Light. I opened it up 
(sorry no YouTube video) and I can tell you 
I am very impressed with this ring light. It 
is not only powerful, the light quality is also 

soft and wraps around the subject in a very pleasing way.  
It will make a great portrait light, and ideal for those in the 
fashion and makeup world.

The Smith-Victor 19” Bi-Color LED Ring Light features a 
high CRI of 95 with step-less color temperature buttons for 
tungsten to daylight adjustments. The reflector provides soft 
and smooth light. Luminance can be adjusted from 1% up 
to 100% and it has a rating of 6000 Lumens. The back of the 
light has a digital LCD screen allowing you quick and easy 
set up of your desired color temperature and brightness. As 
well, it comes with a tethered remote that provides control 
over the settings.
Smith-Victor 19” Bi-Color LED Ring Light - $259.95
 
Manfrotto Deals for Boxing Day
In case you did not get what you wanted for Christmas, 
Manfrotto might have the tripod that Santa left off his list.

Manfrotto 055 Pro 3 section with MHXPRO-BHQ2 Ball 
head Sale $379.95 Reg. $473.95  *Limited quantities

Manfrotto 055 Pro 3 section with MHXPRO-3W Pan 3 
way head Sale $379.95 Reg. $462.95

Manfrotto 055 Pro 3 section Carbon Fibre Tripod Sale 
$485.95 Reg. $619.95

Manfrotto 055 Pro 4 section Carbon Fibre Tripod Sale 
$496.95 Reg. $631.95

Manfrotto 190 Pro 3 section with MHXPRO-BHQ2 Ball 
head Sale $336.95 Reg. $384.95

Manfrotto 190 Pro 3 section with MHXPRO-3W Pan 3 
way head Sale $330.95 Reg. $425.95

Manfrotto 190 Pro 4 section Carbon Fibre Tripod Sale 
$399.95 Reg. $547.95
 

PocketWizard

The PocketWizard Winter sale continues till December 
31st 2017. There is still time to save 15% off everything 
PocketWizard makes!

Spyder5 Boxing Week Sale

Save on your colour calibration needs for the new year 
with these deaks on Spyder5 calibrators.
Spyder5 Elite         Sale $279.99      Reg. $379.95    
Spyder5 Pro          Sale $199.99      Reg. $269.95

Spyder5 Capture Pro   Sale $349.99   Reg. $475.95       
Special order

Spyder5 Studio    Sale $399.99    Reg. $680.95     
Special order

Prices Valid until January 04, 2018        

Tether Tools
It’s “Time to Ditch the Dongle”. Tether tools USB-C 
tethering cables are coming in the new year. A lot of 
people have been requesting the new USB-C cables, and 

BUY ANY
RADIO, CABLE, ACCESSORY
LIMITED TIME  NOV 1ST - DEC 31ST

15%
OFF

HOLIDAY
SPECIAL
INSTANT
SAVINGS



BONUS SIGMA 
USB Dock!* 
An $89.95 value
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finally Tether Tools has answered the call. Tether Tools is 
introducing a complete line of high-speed USB-C compatible 
cables for either computer or camera users with USB-C 
ports. We are placing an order and will see them early 
January.

Keep your Camera Warm and Keep Shooting
with At Frosted Lens 
Camera Covers!

As the days and nights are 
getting colder photographers 
are looking at ways to protect 
their cameras from the cold 
and the elements. You may 
not know this but Beau Photo 

sells camera covers 
for the extreme cold. 
Designed and produced 
by a local company called 
At Frosted Lens, these 
camera “Parkas” are 
designed for outdoor 
photographers looking 
at protecting DSLRs and lenses from wind, humidity, frost 
or cold, and saving battery life. Specifically designed for 
use with a tripod, the camera parka is ideal for landscape 
photography such as long exposures, time-lapse, night and 
astro-photography. Whether the dew point is an issue, or in 
foggy or cold weather, the Camera Parka protects camera 
equipment and extends battery life (compared to an 
unprotected camera). Main features of the camera parka: · 
Protection against humidity, moisture and frost · Protection 
against wind chill · Protection against cold · Easy access to 
camera controls with long and wide side sleeves · Quick 
access to camera LCD with a flap · Magnets in the flap to 
secure it open or closed · Easy manual focusing without 
removing the cover · A pull string to secure the cover 

around the lens hood · Pull strings on side sleeves to close 
tight when not in use · Adjustable around tripod plate/
head through opening and a Velcro strap · A snap hook to 
tie the two side sleeves together · Keep hands warm when 
changing settings · Fits most DSLRs* Two types of camera 
parka are available:: Camera Parka Classic; and Camera 
Parka Pro. Both covers are made of high quality outdoor 
fabrics from Polartec®. The outer shell is water repellent, 
durable and blocks wind at 99%. It provides complete 
protection from wind, moisture and frost. The inner layer 
is a double fleece providing insulation from cold to the 
camera and warmth to the hands of the photographer 
when changing settings. The Camera Parka Pro has an extra 
layer of thermal fabric around the camera body. It helps 
keep the cold out and the heat in, when using chemical 
heat warmers for instance. Both covers have a version for 
short lenses or fish eye lenses. Extra pull strings inside the 
covers are used to secure the front sleeve around short 
lenses.
At Frosted Lens Classic Parka $129.99
At Frosted Lens Classic Parka (Fisheye) $139.99
At Frosted Lens Pro Parka $149.99
At Frosted Lens Pro Parka (Fisheye) $159.99 

Learn Lighting with Profoto

Expand your knowledge with the Profoto Academy.
Profoto has launched its own tailored online educational 
photography courses called the Profoto Academy. Light 
is the essence of every great image. For the last 50 years, 
Profoto has played a key role in enabling many of the 
world’s most renowned photographers to create their 
iconic images through light. It seemed only natural then that 
Profoto should launch a series of photography courses with 
the focus on light and how to shape it creatively.

Profoto Academy is a series of online video courses 
designed to educate and inspire all of you who might be at 
the beginning of your journey with light and light shaping. 
It will provide you with the tools you need to grow and 
develop your craft – to help you take your image creation 
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to the next level. 

Participants get to choose a course series from different 
fields of photography: fashion, portrait and wedding, and 
more courses to be added in the future. The Profoto 
Academy isn’t just a series of online videos – it’s a journey 
that concludes in Profoto certification. It works like this: 
as you watch, you also interact with the content through 
a series of quizzes related to what you have seen. At the 
end of the course, a photography assignment is set for the 
you to apply everything you’ve learned. Submit your image 
and receive personal feedback from a course instructor 
before finally becoming a “Certified Image Creator.” 

Ultimately, Profoto Academy is about playing a part in 
shaping the next generation of photographers, providing 
those who participate with the right tools, a comprehensive 
understanding of light and how to shape it, and the 
confidence to take their creativity to new heights. Learn 
more at profoto.com/academy
 

Profoto A1s Are Now Trickling In.
The demand for the new Profoto A1 is still very high and 
we are filling the pre-orders as soon as they come in. If you 
want to get your hands on either of the Canon or Nikon 
dedicated versions I highly suggest you place your order 
with a deposit sooner than later.  This way you are assured 
to get a Profoto A1 as soon as they arrive.

Everyone who has tried one has been very impressed. 
Some of the many features people like include the fact that 
the A1 is extremely easy to use and its rear screen is easy 
to read and understand. People have found it very intuitive 
and there is no need to read a long instruction manual to 
understand how it works. A few people have commented 
on the price, but you have to remember that the Profoto 
AirTTL remote is also built in to the A1, and that is a 
$600.00 value right there. With your A1, you can seamlessly 
connect to other Profoto flashes and control them easily.

One feature that will impress the wedding and event 
photographers is the A1 battery. The A1 comes with a built 

in Li-Ion high-capacity battery that lasts up to four times 
longer than AA batteries with no performance fade, and 
has the ability to recharge quickly. The A1 flash also recycles 
four times faster than other on-camera flashes - 1.2s at full 
power. The Profoto A1 is not only an on-camera flash, it’s 
also very effective off-camera, as a standalone unit. With 
the addition of an Air TTL Remote you now can control 
the A1 from your camera and have an effective, portable, 
and light-weight studio flash.

The Profoto A1 features:
• A round head with soft, smooth and natural fall off.
• AirTTL and HSS for a beautiful professional image fast.
• Smart magnetic click-on mount for A1 Light Shaping 
Tools.
• LED modeling light integrated to the head.

Print ads
Aegir

Full page On camera Full page In hand Full page Welcome to the family

https://profoto.com/ca/academy
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• Air Remote built-in.
• Rechargeable and exchangeable Li-Ion battery.
• 1.2 sec. recycling time.
• TTL/MAN switch.

Our next shipment of Profoto A1 heads for Canon and 
Nikon are due any day. Profoto will be announcing a Sony 
version soon!
Profoto A1 for Nikon or Canon  $1299.00
Profoto A1 Soft Bounce $197.00
Profoto Gel Kit $142.00
Profoto Li-Ion Battery for A1 $142.00

Order yours today with Ken at: prosales@beauphoto.com

Profoto Launces Air Remote TTL-F for Fujifilm 
Digital Cameras

Profoto has officially announced its newest remote: the 
Air TTL-F for Fuji Cameras. This long awaited remote is 
the collaboration between Profoto and Fujifilm to offer 
a seamless compatibility between Profoto flashes and 
Fujifilm cameras. The Profoto AirTTL was first announced 
in November 2013, making it possible to seamlessly merge 
Canon and Nikon cameras with Profoto AirTTL enabled 
flashes. Now Fujifilm shooters are included in the Profoto 
AirTTL family, empowering Fujifilm photographers to be 
more creative and focus less on settings.

The Profoto Air Remote TTL-F is a small, wireless radio 
transmitter that can be attached to the Fujifilm camera’s 
hot shoe. The remote offers full TTL and HSS capability with 
Profoto’s B1X, B1, B2, D2 and Pro-10 lights.

Learn more at https://profoto.com/int/products/air-
remotes/air-remotes/air-remote-ttl
 
In stock now!
Profoto AirTTL-F - $599.00

New in Used

Mamiya APO 300mm f/2.8 
Manual focus Lens $4000.00
This manual focus lens for 
a Mamiya 645 body is in 
pristine condition and comes 
with a hood extension, filter 
set, and original metal case.

 This lens includes the following filter set: Clear, UV, Sky, LB-A 
(approx. 81B), LB-B (approx. 82C), Gel-Holder With Wallet
Minimum Focus Distance - 3.5m (11.48 ft.)
Dimensions - 237mm x 139.5mm (9.33 x 5.49”) L x W
Weight - 2910g (6.41 lbs.)
 
Calumet folding 8x10 camera w/ Caltar 375mm f/6.3 Lens

We recently received 
a folding 8x10 camera 
on consignment at Beau 
Photo. This Calumet 8x10 
camera is in great shape 
and comes with a Caltar 
375mm f/6.3 Lens.  The 
bellows and ground glass 
have been replaced and all 
the movements are in good 
working order.
Asking price is $1800.00
      

mailto:prosales@beauphoto.com
https://profoto.com/int/products/air-remotes/air-remotes/air-remote-ttl
https://profoto.com/int/products/air-remotes/air-remotes/air-remote-ttl
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RENTAL NEWS
JASON K.

NEW in Rentals!

PocketWizard MultiMax II

We have just received a pair of the new 
PocketWizard MultiMax II units into the 
Rentals Department!  An evolution of 
the original MultiMax transceivers, the II 
features sophisticated trigger time 
control functions and transceiver 
communication capabilities 
such as Infinite Intervalometer, 
SpeedCycler and Long Range 
Mode. Some new features on the 
MultiMax II are the 20 channels 
for ControlTL and Manual Power 
Control, which, if you have 
ControlTL compatible radios & 
flashes, you can control them in 
three zones in each group.

“The MultiMAX II is also Custom ID ready. Photographers 
can create incredible depth of field or stroboscopic effects 
with Multi-pop, give rear curtain sync to any camera, and 
even synchronize multiple cameras together,” according to 
PocketWizard manager Patrick Clow.

$25 for a set of two/day or weekend.

2018 Rental Bookings

Wow...it’s going to be 2018 already! It’s like I was just out 
shooting baby birds and bears in the spring and summer! 
Speaking of spring and summer, that time of year is peak 
wedding season, so all of you wedding shooters should 
reserve any cameras and lenses you would like to rent to 
avoid the last minute blues!

Boxing Week Specials on Manfrotto Bags!

Manfrotto Advanced Travel Backpack - SALE $161.00 
Regular Price $189.95

Manfrotto Quick Release Camera 
Strap - SALE $16.00 
Regular Price $19.95

Manfrotto Pro Backpack 30 
SALE $205.00 
Regular Price $255.95

ACCESSORIES
MEGHAN S.
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Manfrotto Pro V 410 PL Backpack - SALE $318.00 
Regular Price $397.95

Manfrotto Reloader 55 Rolling Case - SALE $386.00 
Regular Price $454.95 

New Product! - MagMod Flash Modifiers

We’ve just brought in a great new line of flash modifier 
products by an innovative new company called MagMod. 
These new modifiers are universal to almost all hot shoe 
mounted flashes on the market and are quick and easy 
to use. The base of the system is the MagGrip, which is a 
flexible silicone band embedded with two high-powered 
magnets. Silicone retains it’s elasticity over very long 
periods of time and can withstand repeated use and being 
thrown around your camera bag or job site. Because it 
is stretchy, it makes this system very universal for almost 

all flash brands, which means you can buy one now and 
even if your camera system changes you won’t need to 
buy a new modifier system. The magnets in the grip and all 
the accessories make changing modifiers extremely quick 
and painless. They are also super strong, so you know your 
modifiers aren’t going any where and you can stack as many 
modifiers as you want. This system is so much easier to 
use than past systems that required velcro or other sticky 
adhesives.

They have also thought of everything in terms of various 
modifiers for this system. All are made of silicone to 
withstand heavy use. Here are a few of the different 
products available, plus some of the kits we will be stocking. 
There are more gel and mask options available too as special 
order items.

MagGrip - $39.99  Silicone band 
that attaches to flash, contains two 
high-powered magnets. Acts as 
base of modifier system. Required 
for use of all MagMod modifiers.

MagSphere - $79.99 Omni-directional flash diffuser. Creates 
a beautifully soft light with nice drop-off. Efficient diffusion 
that helps save battery life. Can be used in combination of 
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other modifiers, including the MagGel for colour correction. 
Requires MagGrip.
MagSnoot - $79.99 Adjustable modifier great for directional 
lighting control. This snoot collapses down to 4 different 
levels, for a variety of lighting options. Very strong and 

versatile – made from one piece of flexible silicone rubber. 
Requires MagGrip.

MagMod Starter Flash Kit - $159.99  Perfect kit to get 
you going with great flash photography. Includes MagGrip, 
MagSphere and MagGrid. MagGrid focuses the light to a 
precise 40 degree beam pattern, with minimal spill and 
hotspots. Can be stacked for an even tighter beam. Unlike 
many other grids, it is also made of the highly versatile 
silicone and therefore flexible and nearly impossible to 
break. MagGrid also available on its own currently as a 
special order item for $59.99.

MagMod Basic Kit - $139.99 Includes 
MagGrip, MagGrid, MagGel, Standard 
Gel Set and MagMod Transmitter 
Band. The MagGel 
allows you to use up 
to 3 gels at once, for 
colour correction or 
various colour effects. 
The Standard Gel set 
includes 6 colour correction gels, one 3-stop neutral density 
gel and one opal frost diffusion gel. All gels are made of a 
rigid poly-carbonate to withstand the tests of time and use.

MagBeam Wildlife Kit - $119.99

This kit helps extend the 
range of your flash 2 to 3 
stops with the use of the 
MagBeam and Tele Lens 
insert. The MagBeam also 
has 3 levels of extension to 
create a spotlight like effect at it’s most extended. Includes 
MagGrip, MagBeam and Tele Lens.

These products are also available as special order items:

MagBounce - $79.99  Bounce modifier that is made of 
durable silicone, designed for the softest light with the 
highest output. Requires MagGrip. Special order only.

MagGrid - $59.99 Focuses the light from your flash to a 
precise 40 degree beam pattern, with minimal hotspots. 
Can be stacked for an even tighter beam. Special order only.

MagGel - $39.99 Silicone holder 
for the MagMod poly-carbonate 
coloured filters. Can hold up to 3 
gels. Requires MagGrip. Special order 
only.

Gel Kits - There are 
also a number of 
different gel packs for 
creative colour effects 
or colour correction. 
Each contain 8 different gels for $49.99 per pack. Requires 
MagGrip and MagGel. Special order only.

MagMask - “Gobo” style inserts for use with the MagBeam 
that projects various patterns. There are several packs 
containing 4 masks each for $59.99. Requires MagGrip and 
MagBeam. Special order only. 
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New Year, New-to-You Camera!

Start 2018 with 1977, try the Pentax ME ! 
While quantities last, Beau Photo is having a Pentax ME 
super sale! All Pentax ME cameras fitted with a 50mm lens 
are on special for $50, and any body only Pentax ME is just 
$25!

The Pentax ME is mainly an automatic camera, though 
it also has an aperture priority mode which I prefer. 
However, if your desperate to use it manually, you can set 
it on Bulb mode or manual at 1/125 shutter speed. It is a 
small camera and extremely easy to bring everywhere. The 
ME uses K-mount lenses, which is very convenient as all 
Pentax cameras are K-mount compatible. Even the newest 
digital camera will work with the oldest K-mount lens.

Our Point & Shoot Sale will extend into January 2018! 
New models are being released each week until stock runs 

FILM / ANALOGUE
NICOLE L-D. low. Name brands such as Canon, Pentax, Nikon, Fuji, Minolta 

and more are all listed at $17.00 each.

Count the ways to spend your Christmas money on your 
friends and family......or yourself LOL!
Here are some great ideas:

f Nothing says ‘I love you’ like a medium format camera! 
Beau Photo now has quite the selection: Yashica D TLR, 
Rollei V TLR, various models of Mamiya 645, a Mamiya 
RZ67, a selection of Mamiya Press Cameras, Hasselblads 
and others.

j Cutest useful camera in the store right now- the 
Anniversary Kodak Camera! This one is a special edition 

No 2 Hawkeye Model C. This camera was released on the 
50th anniversary of Kodak. It came in a brown reptile skin 
texture with a gold coloured decorative seal on its side (the 
seal on this one appears silver due to age). Back in the 30s 
Kodak was trying to get kids interested in photography and 
decided that in celebration of their anniversary they’d give 
out one of these cameras to every child who was 12 years 
old in 1930. The best part is its takes 120 film! So no re-
spooling or modifying is needed, just load ‘er up and shoot! 
$70.00
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RENAISSANCE ALBUMS
MEGHAN S..

Thank you and Happy Holidays to all our Renaissance Albums customers. We appreciate your continued support and look 
forward to seeing more of you all in the new year! Great new years news for Renaissance Albums customers! There will be 
a price drop on many of the stock albums, including our most popular sellers the Ventura and Roma books in the New Year! 
Full pricing details coming in January 2018. 


